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Caregiving directly affects corporate earnings 

through its impact on employee job 

performance, time lost from work and the 

ability to stay on the job.  Yet, given the average 

age of the majority of working caregivers, these 

workers may also be some of your most 

experienced and loyal employees. So, what can 

you do to help them – while helping the 

organization? 

Research consistently shows that an employer’s 

recognition of the importance of an employee’s 

family life is one of the most significant drivers 

of employee commitment.   

This report will help you understand the scale 

and scope of family caregiving and the impact 

on your employees and the organization itself – 

and what you can do to help. 

 

The Impact of Family Caregiving on ProductivityThe Impact of Family Caregiving on ProductivityThe Impact of Family Caregiving on ProductivityThe Impact of Family Caregiving on Productivity    

 

� Workday interruptions 

� Arrive late, leave early 

� Time off during the day 

� Absenteeism and “presenteeism” 

� Supervisor interruptions 

� Decreased work hours 

� Taking leaves of absence, going part-

time, quitting or retiring 

� Higher healthcare costs due to stress 

� Recruitment, retention / training issues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAST FACTS ABOUT WORKING CAREGIVERSFAST FACTS ABOUT WORKING CAREGIVERSFAST FACTS ABOUT WORKING CAREGIVERSFAST FACTS ABOUT WORKING CAREGIVERS    

� There are 11–16 million employed 

caregivers nationwide. 

� The average cost to employers per working 

caregiver is $2,110 / yr.  

� This cost U.S. employers $33 billion a year. 

� On average each caregiver loses $659,000 

over a lifetime due to lost wages and 

benefits, and missed promotions. 

� At least six out of ten employed caregivers 

reported they had to make some work-

related adjustments as a result of their 

caregiving responsibilities.  This includes 

taking time off from work, reducing work 

hours from full to part time, taking early 

retirement, or simply leaving the workforce. 

� Caregiving negatively affects morale, 

productivity and profits.  Productivity 

declines and employer costs increase as a 

result of workday interruptions, 

absenteeism, “presenteeism”, recruitment, 

retention and training issues, and increased 

healthcare costs – often due to stress on 

the working caregiver. 

 

HoweverHoweverHoweverHowever, there is good news., there is good news., there is good news., there is good news.    

According to a study funded by the Alfred P. 

Sloan Foundation, “any funds spent by the 

employer in helping with caregiving have a 

payback to the employer of 3 to 13 times the 

cost1 

Supporting working caregivers is smart business.Supporting working caregivers is smart business.Supporting working caregivers is smart business.Supporting working caregivers is smart business.    
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Changes at Home, Changes at WorkChanges at Home, Changes at WorkChanges at Home, Changes at WorkChanges at Home, Changes at Work    

The idea that social changes can have a positive 

effect on profit margins and the bottom-line is 

nothing new.  What is relatively recent, 

however, are some findings and projections 

involving workforce composition, the impact of 

an aging population, and the increasing 

incidence of employee caregiving. 

We can define caregiving as providing unpaid 

assistance for the physical and emotional needs 

of another person.  The amount of time spent 

providing assistance can range from just a few 

hours weekly to round-the-clock care.  

At least one third of caregivers are employed, 

and the number is likely much higher.  Most 

national and regional surveys don’t include 

spousal caregivers who, because their age 

usually corresponds to the person they care for, 

are less likely to be employed 2  A study by the 

National Alliance for Caregiving and the 

American Association of Retired Persons, for 

example, reported that 64 percent of all 

caregivers were employed, a total of between 

11 and 15.6 million nationwide.  Again, this 

estimate may be low, as caregivers typically do 

not self-identify.  They may consider themselves 

to be “helping out”.  At least eight percent of 

employed caregivers devote more than 40 

hours a week—but they have never considered 

the nature of their role, or hesitate to apply the 

term “caregiver” to themselves.3 

The number of caregivers (and working 

caregivers) will continue to increase as the 

nation’s population ages.  The U.S. Census 

Bureau projects that the segment of the 

population over age 65 will grow from 34.6 

million in 1999 to 82 million by 2050.  

Caregiving is already having an impact, or will 

soon have an impact, on every workforce.  It 

will touch everyone—from “senior-age 

employees, older employees with ill spouses, 

and those with elderly parents and relatives”.4 

Caregiving is not jusCaregiving is not jusCaregiving is not jusCaregiving is not just a “women’s issuet a “women’s issuet a “women’s issuet a “women’s issue””””....    

Shifting roles and lifestyle changes for women 

have played a large part in the phenomenon of 

workforce caregiving.  While the number of 

Americans age 65 or older has more than 

doubled since 1960, that demographic swing 

was accompanied by a fourfold jump in the 

numbers of women entering the workforce.6   In 

the year 2000, 75 percent of women between 

the ages of 45 and 60 were in the workforce.  

Yet, studies show that working women still 

assume a disproportionate amount of the 

primary caregiving responsibilities in the 

majority of families.7   Roles are being 

sandwiched together: wife, mother, worker, 

and caregiver. 

 

 

 

ButButButBut,,,, this is not to say that men are not affected  this is not to say that men are not affected  this is not to say that men are not affected  this is not to say that men are not affected 

by family caregivingby family caregivingby family caregivingby family caregiving.  In fact, 49%49%49%49% of working 

caregivers are men and that number is 

increasing.  Employers should keep several 

things in mind in regard to male workers who 

are caregivers.  Among them: 

� They forego work-related travel more often 

than women 

� They are less likely to discuss their roles as 

caregiver with coworkers 

� Their sensitivity to corporate and social 

culture often impedes openness and their 

willingness to seek help. 
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Other shifts which account for the increased Other shifts which account for the increased Other shifts which account for the increased Other shifts which account for the increased 

prevalence of caregiving within the workforce:prevalence of caregiving within the workforce:prevalence of caregiving within the workforce:prevalence of caregiving within the workforce:    

� According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 

families in which both spouses work have 

become the majority.  That includes families 

once considered “traditional”—married 

couples with children.8 

� For every person in a nursing home, there 

are two with equivalent levels of disability 

living in the community.  According to the 

House Select Committee on Aging, family 

members continue to provide over 80 

percent of all-in home care to the frail 

elderly.10 

� The average married couple spends more 

years caring for elderly, dependent adults 

than they will children under the age of 18. 

� Marriage is taking place later in life, 

increasing the probability of families caring 

for both children and dependent adults. 

 

WoWoWoWorkplace Productivity: Hard Costsrkplace Productivity: Hard Costsrkplace Productivity: Hard Costsrkplace Productivity: Hard Costs    

Any human resource manager or business 

owner can provide anecdotal evidence that 

caregiving has an impact on the workforce. 

They may recall a conscientious worker who 

suddenly started showing up late or leaving 

early, or another who may have taken a leave of 

absence or resigned for “family reasons.”  But 

because working caregivers are often reluctant 

to talk about their situations - many are 

concerned about appearing less productive, or 

worry that their employer won’t understand - 

this same manager won’t be able to quantify 

the nature or scope of the problem.  In other 

words, “Yes, it’s a problem, but we can’t tell 

how big it is.” 

Recent research, however, puts “figures to the 

faces” by focusing on workplace outcomes 

commonly influenced by caregiving.  These 

include employee retention and replacement, 

absenteeism, partial absenteeism, workday 

interruptions, eldercare crises, and supervisors’ 

time. 

Focusing on these areas, the MetLife Study of 

Employer Costs for Working Caregivers placed 

the cost of caregiving to American businesses at 

over $33 billion—more than $2,100 per full-

time employed caregiver per year.   

The National Caregivers Library believes that 

the real cost of caregiving in the workplace is 

much higher.  We note that the original MetLife 

research (funded in part by AARP) only included 

caregiving situations where the care recipient 

was age 50 or older.  In other words, it failed to 

account for the fact that one-third of all adults 

under age 50 have a chronic illness or 

significant disability, creating a very large 

number of caregiving situations.    

Therefore, we estimate the real cost of family 

caregiving for American businesses could be as 

high as $90 billion, and is growing rapidly as the 

population and workforce ages.  For 

perspective, the national cost of workers 

compensation is estimated at well over $100 

billion, but is addressed by substantial focus 

and infrastructure. 

And yet, even without counting caregiving 

situations where the care recipient is under age 

50, working caregivers represent a huge cost to 

Corporate America.  The MetLife figure of $33 

billion breaks down as follows: 

Total Estimated Cost to Employers of All Full Time Total Estimated Cost to Employers of All Full Time Total Estimated Cost to Employers of All Full Time Total Estimated Cost to Employers of All Full Time 

Employed CaregiversEmployed CaregiversEmployed CaregiversEmployed Caregivers    

 Cost per 

Employee 

Employer Cost 

(Billions) 

Replacing 

Employees 

$413 $6.6 

Absenteeism $320 $5.1 

Partial 

Absenteeism 

$121 $1.9 

Workday 

Interruptions 

$394 $6.3 

Eldercare Crisis $238 $3.8 

Supervisor Time $113 $1.8 

Unpaid Leave $212 $3.4 

Full Time to Part 

Time 

$299 $4.8 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    $2,110$2,110$2,110$2,110    $33.6*$33.6*$33.6*$33.6*    
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The original MetLife Study was one of the first 

large-scale attempts to measure the impact of 

caregiving.  But it didn’t include health related 

costs.  The majority of working caregivers 

report a higher level of stress than co-workers, 

and may suffer from frequent anxiety, 

depression, sleep difficulties, and substance 

abuse.9   

Workplace Productivity: Soft CostsWorkplace Productivity: Soft CostsWorkplace Productivity: Soft CostsWorkplace Productivity: Soft Costs    

Other research has focused on the relationship 

between caregiving decisions, work-family 

conflict, and performance in the workplace.  For 

example, a study appearing in the Academy of 

Management Journal compared work 

performance among those providing care for a 

child to those supporting a dependent elder.  

Across the board, caregivers for the elderly 

reported lower work performance, lower 

physical well-being, and lower levels of 

satisfaction - at home and at work.10  These 

workers suffered from anxiety, irritability, 

depression, and physical illness more than 

those with child dependents.  In addition: 

� Work and performance were most 

negatively affected when caregivers felt 

they could not share their concerns with co-

workers and supervisors. 

� Workers with elder care responsibilities 

were far less likely to say their work was 

outstanding or exceptional. 

� For primary caregivers, performance and 

well-being were most affected by home-

living situations (the care recipient lives 

with the worker, in their own home, or with 

another relative).  In many cases, caregivers 

reported that such situations amounted to 

“a second shift of work.” 

Overall, workers reported higher levels of well-

being, work and family satisfaction, and 

workplace productivity when they felt they 

could share their concerns.  Not surprisingly, 

employees reported more problems and 

diminished performance in workplaces where 

they felt there was an obligation to sacrifice 

time needed to attend to caregiving or family 

responsibilities.  And they reported reduced 

levels of stress and improved performance in 

workplaces where there was an opportunity to 

learn how others had dealt with caregiving 

problems, or where information about 

programs that could help them better manage 

their caregiving situations was available. 

Is it worth having a caregiving or eldercare Is it worth having a caregiving or eldercare Is it worth having a caregiving or eldercare Is it worth having a caregiving or eldercare 

program? program? program? program?     

Yes. The suggestion that Work/Life programs 

are of real value in combating losses in 

productivity used to be met with skepticism 

because there was little empirical evidence to 

support the claims.  In the words of Cynthia 

Johnson, senior Work/Life specialist at DuPont 

Company, “I would go talk to [management] 

and they would say, ‘Prove it.  Come back to me 

when you can prove these supports are worth 

something,’” 11 

However, progressive employers listen to the 

research, see the potential savings, and 

consider a number of other factors, including: 

� The potential for a premium labor shortage 

as baby boomers move out of the work 

force.  Companies that want to retain and 

attract the best replacement workers will 

need to address elder concerns. 

� The spiraling costs of health care.  Working 

caregivers are at particular risk for health 

problems, and many companies are 

scrambling for ways to reduce health care 

claims by “heading them off at the pass” 

with the so-called “softer benefits.” 

A number of surveys demonstrate that 

employers who make “softer benefits” available 

reap the rewards of employee loyalty and 

productivity.  At DuPont, employees who took 

advantage of Work/Life programs were 45 

percent more likely to “go the extra mile” and 
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reported fewer instances of burnout.  Other 

studies, by companies like Johnson & Johnson 

and IBM, showed that such programs play a key 

role in influencing a worker’s decision to stay 

with the company. 

More than 50 percent of employees say 

management’s recognition of family keeps 

them committed to the company, according to 

a survey by Aon Consulting Inc.  As for recruiting 

younger workers, it is worth noting that over 45 

percent of college business students rank 

“achieving a balanced lifestyle” as their first 

career goal.12 

In addition to retention and recruitment, 

organizations looking to institute new programs 

or beef up existing ones would do well to focus 

on the amount of time saved by employees and 

reductions in absenteeism.  The most direct and 

most often reported financial benefit of 

Work/Life programs is the amount of time 

employees save by using assistance to solve 

problems.  In terms of caregiving and the 

potential benefits of a Work/Life focus, it’s 

particularly telling that more than 84 percent of 

employed caregivers report having to use time 

during work to care for an elder or an adult with 

infirmities. 

So, why do employers decide to act?So, why do employers decide to act?So, why do employers decide to act?So, why do employers decide to act? 

The primary reasons employers decide to 

provide support to their working caregivers are: 

� To enhance recruitment and retention 

� To improve morale 

� Desire to be considered “family 

friendly” 

� Exposure to additional research about 

caregiving, demographics, and costs 

� Personal experiences of management.  

When executives experience personal 

caregiving situations they better 

understand the demands and realize 

the impact on the organization. 

� To imTo imTo imTo improve their bottom linesprove their bottom linesprove their bottom linesprove their bottom lines    

DO THE MATH !!!DO THE MATH !!!DO THE MATH !!!DO THE MATH !!!    

Can programs designed to help employees deal 

with eldercare and other caregiving issues really 

provide a return on investment?  The answer is 

a resounding YES. 

You may download a convenient worksheet 

from our website to help you do a quick 

calculation concerning the costs of working 

caregivers.  It will provide insight into how even 

the most basic support will begin to reduce 

costs and increase productivity.  It helps you 

determine answers to the following types of 

questions: 

� What is the dollar value of preventing 

the replacement of one employee? 

� What are the costs associated with 

family leave utilization? 

� What is the value of saving an executive 

a day? 

� What is the value of reducing health 

claims? 

 

Getting Started  Getting Started  Getting Started  Getting Started      

The simple outline on the following page will 

help you if you are looking for ways to help your 

employees deal with caregiving issues. 

Additional information, tools and resources for 

employers and employees may be found at: 

www.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.org 

 

Footnotes and credits 

1) MetLife, 2006 and Metlife, 2008,  2  SSingleton 1998,  3 Hunt 1998,  4) Singleton and 

Scharlach 1987,  6) Lowe, Sharlach, Schneider 1991,  7) Lewin 2000,  8) Lowe, Scharlach, 

Schneider 1991,  9) Neal, Chapman, Emlen and Ingersoll-Dayton 1993,  10) Kossek, 

Colquitt, and Noe 2001,  11) Landauer 1997,  12) Lowe, Scharlach & Schneider 1991,  
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How to Get StartedHow to Get StartedHow to Get StartedHow to Get Started    

Employers do not need to spend a lot of money to begin providing meaningful support to employees who are dealing 

with caregiving issues.  Following is key information for getting started.  

1.  1.  1.  1.  What working caregivers say they need:What working caregivers say they need:What working caregivers say they need:What working caregivers say they need:    

� A stated corporate policy for working caregivers 

� A source to help them understand and locate caregiving resources 

� Fact sheets, checklists and guides to help with their caregiving responsibilities 

� Help in planning and organizing so they can prepare better and more efficiently 

� Logistical flexibility – work hours, time to make calls, etc. 

 

2.  An employers options for helping fall into one of three categories:2.  An employers options for helping fall into one of three categories:2.  An employers options for helping fall into one of three categories:2.  An employers options for helping fall into one of three categories:    

� Policies 

� Benefits 

� Services 

 

3.  Plan around four broad categories of needs:3.  Plan around four broad categories of needs:3.  Plan around four broad categories of needs:3.  Plan around four broad categories of needs:    

� Educational 

� Emotional 

� Practical / logistical 

� Financial 

 

4.  Learn about other employer’s models4.  Learn about other employer’s models4.  Learn about other employer’s models4.  Learn about other employer’s models    

 

� Employers of all sizes are beginning to provide support to their working caregivers.  Talk to comparable 

employers and find out what programs and support mechanisms are working for them. 

5.  5.  5.  5.  It’s ok to stIt’s ok to stIt’s ok to stIt’s ok to start small, but startart small, but startart small, but startart small, but start    ----    Phase in programs and benefitsPhase in programs and benefitsPhase in programs and benefitsPhase in programs and benefits:  :  :  :      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Educate management (briefings, etc.) 

 

Provide information based support to 

employees: forms, checklists, 

workbooks, resource locators 

Caregiver workshops and fairs; 

transportation assistance; 

resources and referral services; 

access to financial products, 

flexible work practices 

Expanded benefits; phased 

retirement plans; EAP 

programs; case management 

services, paid financial services 
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About the National Caregivers Library and its local network members:About the National Caregivers Library and its local network members:About the National Caregivers Library and its local network members:About the National Caregivers Library and its local network members:    

The National Caregivers Library’s Work/Life Resources for employers and for caregiving employees provides companies 

with means of helping caregiving workers feel more in control of their lives.  Organizations using these resources may 

offer employees tools for reducing absences and staying healthy, and for boosting productivity and morale.   

This positively affects how workers feel about the organization.  It will also affect how the organization is viewed by 

those outside of it.  All of these factors are integral to the business goals of any organization, regardless of its size or the 

composition of its workforce.  

Feel free to use any of the resources found on our website.  In addition to finding one of the most extensive libraries in In addition to finding one of the most extensive libraries in In addition to finding one of the most extensive libraries in In addition to finding one of the most extensive libraries in 

the country of articles, forms, checklists and other ithe country of articles, forms, checklists and other ithe country of articles, forms, checklists and other ithe country of articles, forms, checklists and other information resources, nformation resources, nformation resources, nformation resources, you will find local resources (for most you will find local resources (for most you will find local resources (for most you will find local resources (for most 

parts of the country), speakers and service providers who can help you, your employees and their parts of the country), speakers and service providers who can help you, your employees and their parts of the country), speakers and service providers who can help you, your employees and their parts of the country), speakers and service providers who can help you, your employees and their 

families.families.families.families.    

www.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.orgwww.CaregiversLibrary.org 

 

Resources for  

CaregiversCaregiversCaregiversCaregivers 

Resources for  

EmployersEmployersEmployersEmployers 

Resources for  

Faith OrganizationsFaith OrganizationsFaith OrganizationsFaith Organizations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit our website to sign up for 

one of our  

FREE NEWSLETTERS 

Need a speaker? 
Our Speakers Bureau has experts on a 

variety of aging, caregiving and business 

topics. 

 


